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Introduction 
 

 The State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Cooperative Agreement between the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit 

Administration of the United States Department of Transportation and the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation dated June 5, 

1998 requires that PennDOT prepare an annual report on loan activities.  The annual report must identify recipients of financial 

assistance, amounts of financial assistance, financial assistance interest and repayment terms and project categories, with emphasis on 

how the Commonwealth has met the goals set forth in its SIB application and the financial condition of the highway account and the 

transit account.  This report fulfills the requirements of Section 1.5(iv) of the Cooperative Agreement.    

 

FFY 2006-07 SIB Activity 
 

 Federal Fiscal Year 2006-2007 (October 1, 2006 – September 30, 2007) was another significant year of progress for the 

Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank.  As in previous years, the Municipal Loan Program dominated this year’s loan activity.  

Additionally, the severe flooding of June 2006 that resulted in many loans continued into FFY 2007.  During the year, 33 loans at a 

total value of $14.7 million were approved.  The following table represents loan activity for this reporting period by account.   

 

Account Number 

of Loans 

Aviation 2 

Highway/Bridge 27 

Public Transportation 1 

Rail Freight 3 

 

SIB Account Balances 
 

 The following table is the account values of the bank as of September 30, 2007.  The balances do not reflect encumbrances. 

 

Account Federal State Total 

Aviation  $0 $1,486,051.41 $1,486,051.41 

Highway/Bridge  $4,139,462.56 $15,239,465.48 $19,378,928.04 

Transit $36,046.26 $619,954.81 $656,001.07 

Rail Freight $0 $1,331,568.95 $1,331,568.95 

Undistributed Treasury Earnings*  $2,975,855.71 $2,975,855.71 

PIB Total   $25,828,405.18 
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*  Undistributed Treasury Earnings are the investment returns of the account balances as managed by the State Treasurer.  These earnings will be assigned to 

the proper account beyond this reporting period. 

 

Leveraging 
 

The true indicator to the importance and impact of the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank is the ability to leverage additional project 

funding.  Leveraging is the borrower’s ability to attract additional money to the project.  In addition to the traditional leveraging of 

FHWA or FTA federal funds, many of the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank projects attract state funds from PennDOT.  Other state 

funds have been leveraged from the Department of Community & Economic Development, PENNVEST and the Department of 

Conservation & Natural Resources. 

 

The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank also leverages local funds.  Often, municipalities do not have the entire balance of local funds to 

implement projects.  Through borrowing, local government can stretch the cost of projects over many years eliminating significant 

delays in project implementation and the avoidance of tax increases.       

 

The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank also leverages private funding.  Many projects involve private funding whether the borrower is 

a government agency or private applicant. 

 

FFY 2006-07 Leveraging 
 

  

 

 

 

Leveraging FFY 1997 to Present 
 

 

 

 

 

Innovations 

 
The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank has sparked many innovative funding partnerships.  Several loans involve public private 

partnerships in both the leveraging and repayment of loans.  Other innovative measures are the establishment of Tax Increment 

Finance districts, transportation impact fees, special tax assessments and developer agreements. 

 

Total Loaned Leveraged Funds Total Value 

$14,724,591 $27,649,015 $42,373,606 

Total Loaned Leveraged Funds Total Value 

$71.6 million $155.1 million $226.7 million 
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Another innovative measure is the use of a third party to secure the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank loan.  As a matter of policy, all 

loans must be highly secured.  Generally, a municipality will pledge tax revenue as security.  However, this arrangement is not always 

available.  Using innovative third party security such as a municipality securing a non-governmental borrower has become a common 

practice.  The Department and the borrower often partner with a private bank for the issuance of an Irrevocable Standby Letter of 

Credit which is used to secure the loan.       

 

Natural Disasters and the Flood of June 2006 
 

In June 2006, Pennsylvania was subject to devastating flooding.  Northeastern Pennsylvania was particularly hard hit with record 

rainfall and river levels.  Damage was extreme to not only the state highway system, but municipal roadways were also devastated.  

Roadways were left impassable and many bridges were completely destroyed.  Many of the municipalities qualified for Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) funding.  However, significant delays in the availability of FEMA funding often occurs.  

The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank was used to construct the projects and will be repaid when the FEMA funds become available.    

 

The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank by implementing its policy of providing 0% interest loans due to natural disasters provided $3.0 

million in loans to nine municipalities for flood recovery.  Most of this loan activity occurred in Susquehanna and Wyoming Counties. 

 

Since the inception of the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank, the Department has provided $5.3 million in 0% loans to 19 

municipalities in response to natural disasters.         

 

Looking Ahead 
 

The Department continues to anticipate increased popularity of the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank.  To meet this need, the 

Department recently capitalized the bank in order to sustain a $30 million a year loan program for the next few years.   The long term 

goal is for the program to annually sustain a level that meets needs and is self-sufficient through loan repayments.  

 

FFY 2007-08 will likely see the end of the availability of federal funds to loan.  Although a 100% state funded infrastructure bank 

allows for more flexibility in terms of borrower requirements, loans for Transportation Enhancement projects, air quality improvement 

projects and other projects that are not eligible for state aid will not be able to be financed by the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Federal Fiscal Year 2007-2008 will continue to show significant growth in the number of loans made by the Department.  This is 

particularly true with the Municipal Loan program.  The Department will continue to aggressively market this program to prospective 

borrowers. 
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